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PREFACE

The Workshop on Applied Computing in Electronic Government is a forum for the presentation
and discussion of techniques, methodologies, models, and tools to support Electronic
Government initiatives.

This workshop, which has been growing significantly and has been receiving an increasing
number of multidisciplinary papers, brings a socio-technical perspective to the Brazilian
Computer Society regarding the manipulation and use of information and government
systems. This is due to the fact that computing is increasingly being used to promote and
scale large-scale planning, analysis, transformation, and communication actions in all areas of
government, including the executive, legislative, and judicial branches, and at the municipal,
state, and federal levels. Additionally, laws such as the LAI (Access to Information Law), the
LGPD (General Data Protection Law), and more recently, the Digital Government Law define
and guide the government towards its complete digitization and orientation towards digital
transformation as a strategic path for continuous improvement and innovation in public
service.

The Proceedings of the 11th Workshop on Applied Computing in Electronic Government
(WCGE 2023) bring the papers selected and presented in the edition of the event held in João
Pessoa, PB, Brazil, from August 06 to August 11, 2023, as part of the 43rd Congress of the
Brazilian Computing Society (CSBC 2023), whose theme was "Digital Citizen Empowerment,
Digital Democracy and Social Inclusion through the use of Technology". In this issue, the
proceedings include 26 papers, which were selected through a double-blind peer review
process, among 40 submissions, implying an acceptance rate of 65%.

TOPICS OF INTEREST

The event was focused on articles containing new ideas, discussions on existing work,
practical studies, and experiments relevant to the field of Applied Computing in Electronic
Government, which have not been previously published. The topics of interest included, but
were not limited to:

● Foundations of Electronic Government - theories, standards, methods, and frameworks
● Public process management
● Data Science for government
● Artificial Intelligence applied to the public sector
● Distributed Ledger Technology / Blockchain and the public sector
● The Internet of Things and the Public Sector
● Secure online public access, inclusion, privacy, and online identity management
● Data protection and privacy by design



● Use of social media for communications
● Crowdsourcing, crowdsensing, and citizen sourcing
● Smart governments and governance
● Open innovation
● Public transparency
● Digital democracy
● Public information security
● Digital preservation and memory
● Designing solutions for the public sector
● Government open data
● Participatory governance
● Co-production of public services
● Models and processes for social participation
● Interoperability in government - standards, methods, tools
● Semantics and ontologies in the governmental context
● Social media in government
● Technological architecture for electronic government
● Systems supporting the implementation of laws and regulations
● Government infrastructure management and operation
● Governmental ecosystems
● Collaborative information systems in government
● Education for transparency and participation
● Plain Language / Citizen Language
● Electronic participation
● Smart governments
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